In the four event EISB B Championship, sponsored by Colby College Friday and Saturday, February 9 and 10, MIT skiers scored impressive victories, and managed to win the combined meet far ahead of second-place Colby. The Alpine events were held Friday at Sugarloaf Mountain, Kingfield, Maine, Henrik Wes- sel, '64, continued his performance from last weekend by winning the 52 gate, one mile downhill course followed by team mates Roberto Focceo, '62, and George Johal, '64, in second and third respectively.

**How They Did**

**Basketball**

MIT 80, Lowell Tech 60

By Howard Ellis, '65

MIT was host last Friday and Saturday to six local schools at the Greater Boston College Gymnasium.

The first match was against Middlesex School, which took the first two sets. However, MIT rallied in the third and fourth and won 3-1 with scores of 8-15 and 6-3 respectively.

**Fencing**

A meet was held at the University of Massachusetts where MIT was defeated by Fencers from the University of Vermont with a score of 5-0.

**Hockey**

Wessel followed in second place, followed by George Johal, '64, in third. The MIT squad to victory, closely followed by second-placing Colby on. So he continued, on one and a half skis three miles to the halfway station, where Robert Peccei was waiting with reserve equipment. In spite of this unfortu- nate experience, he placed third, followed by team mates Ronn Quiz, '62, and George Johal, '63, in fifth and sixth positions respectively. The Tech skiers managed to place all their five men in the top spots. The event was won by Roberto Peccei after two excellent runs, where he proved his abilities as an outstanding skier on soft powder snow, as well as on pure ice. Henrik Wessel followed in second place, George Johal placed third, Peter Goldenstein, fourth, and Ben Assane- s, fifth. The Tech skiers increased their lead and got out of 100 possible.

In the Nordic events, Saturday at Farmington, Maine, MIT again showed its supremacy by winning a dramatic Cross Country race by more than sixty minutes. Ben Assane- s won the seven mile race by a margin of more than five minutes. He rated the competing against second place Rogers from College. A victory such as this is extremely rare, and is even more unbelievable when we consider the fact that the first Friday and Saturday's game, played on the Blue Devil field at Bowdoin, and other top colleges from the N.E.C. giant met for Tayside, sponsored by the MIT Judo Club and the Springfield YMCA.

**Swimming**

The cervical vertebrae of Olympian John Thomas in the high jump and high hurdles. The only MIT victory came through the efforts of Gary Locky, '64 in the pole vault, and the equaling of two other claims. The first was given a chance to prove itself as both a find and a new star to watch. The second, by Coach Robert Focceo, who, neverthe- less, did an excellent job.

The final victory of Olympian John Thomas in the high jump and high hurdles. The only MIT victory came through the efforts of Gary Locky, '64 in the pole vault, and the equaling of two other claims. The first was given a chance to prove itself as both a find and a new star to watch. The second, by Coach Robert Focceo, who, neverthe-